
“The Dream House”

Item #: SCP-xxxx

Object Classification:  Safe Euclid

Special  Containment  Procedure: 
Presently  no  special  containment  is 
required for SCP-xxxx beyond a general 
cordon  (designated  Containment  Area 
████-████)  consisting  of  a 
screened  chain-link  fence  (bearing  the 
credentials  of  ██████, 
██████, █ █████ Renovation & Construction, a local Foundation front) with 
regularly spaced motion/intrusion sensors (covering both perimeter and grounds) and 
video surveillance by no less than four (4) Level 2 security personnel at all times, on  
staggered four (4) hour rotation to note and identify any intruders for later apprehension  
and questioning, with live remote monitoring via [DATA EXPUNGED] and a standard 
complement of  standby support  personnel.  Entry into SCP-xxxx's containment area 
requires  procedural  authorization  from  a  Level  3  onsite  supervisor  or  higher.  
Unsupervised  access  into  SCP-xxxx  itself  requires  the  written  approval  of 
Dr.██████ and minimum Level-4 Security authorization. 

All inanimate objects within the structure, whether incidental or intentionally placed, are 
to be catalogued, designated SCP-xxxx-x-A (please check current SCP-xxxx catalogs 
for the next available serial number) noting time placed (if  known),  interval  in place 
(calculated from first cataloged observance if time placed is unknown), type, material  
attributes, and location within the structure, (see SCP-xxxx Cataloging Form ████ 
and SCP-xxxx Document ████ Part ██ for interior site grid; please follow General 
SCP Cataloguing Guidelines ████-██ Section ████ Part ██, for style and 
data format details) for comparison with any [DATA EXPUNGED].

Grounds of Containment Area ████-████ are to be surveyed optically and with 
ground-penetrating imaging equipment three (3) times daily at eight (8) hour intervals. 
A site  grid  as  been  established  to  facilitate  survey  operations  (refer  to  SCP-xxxx 
Document  ████  Part  ██).  Special  attention  is  to  be  given  to  SCP-xxxx  Sites 
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███,  ███,  and  ███,  as  outlined  in  SCP-xxxx  Document  ████-█.   Any 
objects (to be referred to sequentially as SCP-xxxx-x-B-x, the appendix indicating the 
numeric instance of replication; please check current SCP-xxxx catalogs for the next 
available serial number) that appear within or upon the grounds, and that were not  
directly observed as entering the area from outside, are to be noted immediately and 
reported to Dr.██████ or other designated supervising onsite personnel of Level 3 
or greater.  All objects retrieved are to be presumed potentially hazardous until proven 
otherwise, and must be immediately collected upon detection by 1) supervised Class-D 
personnel,  and/or  2)  Level  2  or  higher  personnel  wearing  basic  Level-A/Type-1 
HAZMAT gear.   All  retrieved  items must  be  placed  in  Type  1  or  better  hazardous 
material containers (as assessed by qualified supervising personnel), and turned over  
along with their identified cataloged original to alerted Class 4 or higher grade personnel  
for  transport  to  SCP  Foundation  Site-███  for  comparison,  study  and  [DATA 
EXPUNGED].

Any personnel leaving unattended mundane items or placing unauthorized safe objects  
in  the  house  will  be  reprimanded,  but  reasonable  requests  to  test  nonhazardous 
materials  or  items that  may be marketable  as replicae for  Foundation profit  will  be 
considered.   Requests  to  test  potentially  hazardous  objects  must  be  approved  by 
Dr.██████.  Any test items that may pose a hazard to the structure of the house, 
grounds, or inhabited neighborhood must be [DATA EXPUNGED] before use and onsite 
safeguards  prepared  for  any  replicae  that  may  appear.   Accidental  or  intentional 
unauthorized  exposure  of  hazardous  materials  (including  SCP  objects),  sensitive 
Foundation equipment, materials or documents, or [REDACTED] to the effects of SCP-
xxxx  by  any  SCP  personnel  are  grounds  for  severe  penalty,  up  to  and  including 
demotion to D-Class.

Work  and  maintenance  crews  are  expected  to  observe  all  precautions  concerning 
unattended,  unauthorized  objects,  but  need  take  no  exceptional  precautions  while 
working in or upon SCP-xxxx itself, except when [DATA EXPUNGED].  All tools and 
construction materials are to be stored in onsite mobile storage units only.  These are to 
be placed no less than ██m from SCP-xxxx itself and ██m from Site ███, [DATA 
EXPUNGED]  recommended.   Procedures  for  dealing  with  unaccounted  for  related 
objects noted on SCP-xxxx's grounds must follow recovery procedure as noted above.  
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Description:  SCP-xxxx appears to be a rambling 
modern  split-level  house,  built  by  [REDACTED], 
from 1966-67 and residing on approximately 2000 
square  meters  (1/2  acre)  of  land  in  [DATA 
EXPUNGED],  ██████████,  ██  in  the 
vicinity of [REDACTED].  Superficially, the house is 
unremarkable,  exhibiting  architectural  features  of 
the "Modern" style popular in the late 1960s to early 
1970s.  A section  of  roof  and  wall   is  presently 
covered  by  overlapping  tarps  (mundane  storm 
damage) and has no bearing upon phenomena.  Its 

grounds are a patchwork of  dry grass and dirt  due to ordinary neglect,  weathering, 
█████████, and excavations (see history below).

History:  SCP-xxxx was built by Mr. █████ ████████ as a "dream house" 
to  celebrate  crowning  success  and  fame  in  his  profession,  [DATA  EXPUNGED]. 
████████  ████  ██████  ████  ███  █████  ██████ 
By  all  accounts,  the  site,  design  —  an  expanded  variation  on  stock  plan  number 
[REDACTED] available from Architects [DATA EXPUNGED] — and construction of the 
house were unremarkable.  However, soon after Mr. ████████ began to move 
into his new home during the landscaping phase in █████ 1967, it appeared that 
certain inanimate items placed in the house prior were to be found in the loose dirt  
around it, apparently discarded.  After fearing theft and vandalism, it was discovered 
upon investigation and examination by Mr. ████████ that these were in fact 
replicae of those items still safely within the structure, sometimes exhibiting significant 
errors and variation from the original. For example, written documents might not match 
the original in content or contain errors in type and form; or physical objects might be 
distorted, lack known distinctive features, functionality or ████████ attributes. 

Once  it  was  clear  that  this  phenomenon  was  benign  and  posed  no  threat  to  Mr. 
████████ or his possessions, he and his family settled into their new home and 
treated this strange behavior as a mere curiosity and occasional boon when valuable  
objects were more-or-less accurately replicated, as Mr. ████████ would quietly 
dispose of these via various dealers for a tidy profit.  Attempt to sell a replica of a certain 
valuable  art  object,  [REDACTED],  as  original  by  one  of  these  dealers,  [DATA 
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EXPUNGED],  brought  Mr.   ████████  to  the 
attention  of  law  enforcement  and  SCP  monitors  in 
█████ 197█.  Police investigators, finding that Mr. 
████████  made  no  pretense  that  his  replicae 
were  anything  but  copies,  and  seeing  no  actual  legal 
violation on his part (completely overlooking the method 
of replication), concentrated prosecution solely upon the 
dealer.   A  more  detailed,  undercover  investigation 
conducted  by  Foundation  agents  revealed  that  the 
mechanism at work merited further study.

Mr. ████████ proved fully cooperative and willing 
to  demonstrate  the  phenomenon  to  SCP  researchers, 
who concurred at that time that it was essentially benign. 
SCP-xxxx  was  classified  as  "Safe"  and  Mr. 
████████ and his family were permitted to remain in the home on condition of 
Foundation cooperation.  Mr. ████████ lived at this location until his death of 
natural causes therein on ██████ ██, 20██, after having eagerly participated 
in [DATA EXPUNGED] and SCP experiments on the replication phenomena.

Testing of the phenomena has shown that selection of items for replication by the SCP-
xxxx  is  mathematically  random,  but  demonstrates  a  progression  through  [DATA 
EXPUNGED] as relative to the specific rooms and levels  of  the structure,  including 
[REDACTED].  Selection and replication occurs at an average interval of ██ per day, 
and [DATA EXPUNGED] at peak, but may occur at any point during a given 24-hour 
period, offset by an interval of [DATA EXPUNGED]. The phenomena has been shown to 
be influenced in frequency by [DATA EXPUNGED] and other natural conditions that  
bear upon SCP-xxxx or the general vicinity.

Replicae of complex mechanical or electronic items have an 44.3% likelihood of normal  
operative capacity, and otherwise will operate poorly, incorrectly or not at all.  Testing of 
the  degree  to  which the  attributes  of  SCP objects  might  be  replicated  is  presently 
suspended in the wake of Incident [REDACTED] (see Incident Report ████-██) in 
which [DATA EXPUNGED], amusing though the results may have been.

Based  upon  the  ██  years  of  recorded  instances,  there  appears  to  be  a  remote, 
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0.0012% chance that any replica will be of superior quality to the original in measurable  
attributes and/or function.  Use of replicae as test objects will almost inevitably produce 
an  inferior  result,  however,  but  is  likewise  subject  to  this  statistical  probability  of 
improvement.

Objects that comprise the structure, built-in furnishings or attached decor of the SCP-
xxxx seem to be excluded from replication, as do objects with total mass greater than 
███kg or total area of ██████cm², though rare exceptions to these latter limits 
have been noted with a proportional increase in phenomenal interval.  Objects carried 
by or upon one's person seem likewise exempted from replication while in one's use or  
possession.  (Recall  Mr.  ████████'s  advice  in  regard  to safeguarding house 
keys!)

Frequency  of  repeat  replication  of  objects  placed  within  SCP-xxxx  occurs  in  direct 
proportion to the total duplicatable items within the “eligible pool” of candidates therein  
within  the temporal  incidence of  replication.   However,  even if  one 1  (one)  item is  
present, there is a ██% chance that it will fail to be replicated during a given interval,  
even if  it  falls  within duplicatable parameters and [REDACTED].   Repeat  selections 
seem governed by the same statistical odds as singular instances, with prior duplication 
appearing to have no bearing on the process nor results.

Objects  placed  within  SCP-xxxx  for  an  interval  of  [REDACTED]  may  still  result  in 
replicae after they have been removed, but if no replica is produced after ██-██ 
days, must be reintroduced to the “eligible pool” within SCP-xxxx for replication to occur.

In all cases noted, original objects do not appear to be affected in any fashion by the 
replication process itself, and may be recovered as per normal procedure.

All  replicae generally  appear  to  form within  the upper  ██cm of  loose topsoil,  but 
excavation has revealed replicae having formed as deep as ███cm, but only at SCP-
xxxx Site ███.  Soil displaced by the manifestation of replicae appears to be restored 
after an interval of ██ minutes to ██ hours, varying in direct proportion to the volume 
displaced, [REDACTED], filling excavations and generally leveling the surface.  This 
process does not restore damaged flora nor removed turf sections, only the underlying 
soil  to  a  depth  of  ██  to  ███cm,  as  relates  to  the depth  of  a  each replication 
phenomenon.  The source of the replacement soil remains undetermined.  Test show 
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that this soil matches the extant surround material of the given replication site, sharing 
its specific characteristics.

Laboratory  testing  of  soil  samples  from  the  grounds,  both  "productive"  and  "non-
productive" SCP-xxxx sites, reveal composition consistent with that of neighboring plots 
with no unusual features nor chemistry.  Testing of replicated items show that they are 
composed  of  materials  identical  to  that  of  the  original  object,  except  for  [DATA 
EXPUNGED] and minute variations.  (See SCP-xxxx catalog ███-██████ for 
itemized listing of  material  replicated to date)  Replicae comprised of  biodegradable 
materials appear to decompose normally in situ if not recovered or removed prior the 
onset of natural degradation.

Addendum:   The errors and alterations in documents replicated by SCP-xxxx often 
appear to be amusing, sometimes even deliberately comical.  Agent ██████ has 
suggested  that  some  of  these  seem  to  mimic  Mr.  █████  ████████'s 
established character.  Further examination of the earliest specimens collected by Mr. 
████████  appear to confirm this.   Dr.██████  opines that  this  may be 
proof  that  Mr.  ████████  may  have  directly  or  indirectly  been  the  initiating 
element  of  the  phenomena  in  its  original  form,  if  not  the  source  itself,  and  his 
subsequent ██████ and the [DATA EXPUNGED] event might reflect this.

Addendum: (see Incident Report ████-██) SCP-xxxx has been reclassified as 
"Euclid"  after  Mrs.  █████  ████████,  Mr.  ████████'s  widow, 
alerted SCP agents to the appearance of a near perfect, animate (initially comatose and 
later proven non-sapient) replica of Mr. █████ ████████ in the soil outside 
the house at  SCP-xxxx Site ███,  ██  days after his  death,  which proceeded to 
emerge of its own volition and [DATA EXPUNGED].  This replica (designated hereafter 
as SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-1) was successfully intercepted and terminated only after 
it  [DATA EXPUNGED].   Witnesses  where  administered  a  Class  A  amnesiac  and 
released.  SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-1's remains were transported to SCP Foundation 
Site-███ for study.  After the acquisition of SCP-xxxx by the Foundation, all attempts 
to  reproduce  this  new  phenomenon  with  D-Class  personnel  have  so  far  proven 
unsuccessful. [DATA EXPUNGED]!

Due  to  her  advanced  age  and  difficulty  maintaining  the  house  and  grounds,  Mrs.  
█████  ████████  accepted  an  offer  to  move  to  ████████, 
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████████,  in  the  care  of  her  living  children,  [DATA EXPUNGED]  and  the 
property  was  purchased  by  the  Foundation  via  its  front,  [REDACTED],  on 
████████  ██,  20██.   All  furnishing  and  nonessential  items  have  been 
removed  from  SCP-xxxx  to  simplify  replication  incident  projection,  initiation   and 
tracking. 

Prior  to  the  appearance  of  Mr.  █████  ████████'s  replica,  SCP-xxxx-
[REDACTED]-B-1, no living or formerly living material or object — with the exception of 
wooden or [REDACTED] organic material — was observed to be reproduced in part or 
in whole in the soil around the house.  Experimentation has failed to reproduce this  
effect to date.  Dr.█████████ recommends careful monitoring and screening of 
particularly "productive" sites on the grounds, such as SCP-xxxx Site ███, looking for 
any minute, out-of-place insects, vermin or biological material, as relates to the typical 
pests that find their way into the structure.

Addendum:  Testing of SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-1 in comparison to autopsy records 
of Mr. █████ ████████'s remains have revealed significant errors in the 
duplication of the brain and elevated levels of [REDACTED], which is similar to [DATA 
EXPUNGED] of  SCP-███.    Dr.████████ doubts this  is  coincidental  and 
urges  a  comparison  study  with  samples  from  D-Class  personnel  engaged  in  
experiments with SCP-███.

Addendum:  Dr. █████'s analysis of the complete catalog of objects replicated to 
date has revealed a disturbing pattern:  [DATA EXPUNGED].  Recommend comparing 
the following projections (see Document ██████) to the actual incident of replicae 
(estimated  range,  SCP-xxxx-96103-B-1  through  SCP-xxxx-██████  at  typical 
phenomenal rates) over the next 6 (six) months.  Concurrence or greater than 75% 
between noted events and projections may recommend upgrading SCP-xxxx monitoring 
or, worst case, promotion to "Keter" classification.

Addendum:   SCP-xxxx suffered roof and structural damage due to high winds caused 
by  [DATA EXPUNGED]  on  █████  ██,  20██.   No  significant  impact  upon 
phenomena has so far been recorded.  Partial, stopgap external repair with available  
materials on the ████ side of SCP-xxxx has likewise resulted in no clear adverse 
effect upon phenomena.  However, due to concerns expressed by Dr. ████████ 
and Dr. █████ in regard to potential phenomenal disruption by the introduction of 
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new materials to the core structure of SCP-xxxx, repair has been delayed by the slow 
procurement of matching wood and period construction materials. 

Dr.  ████████  cites  that  Mr.  █████  ████████  reported  the 
replication  phenomena  was  temporarily  disrupted  for  ██  months  and  [DATA 
EXPUNGED]  after  the  remodeling  of  the  kitchen  in  198█.   That  this  minor  and 
superficial alteration could produce such profound, extended impact may be taken as 
some indication of what a more major change in structural constituency and character 
might produce. 

In contrast, Dr. ████████ compares this to a larger-scale structural rebuilding of 
[REDACTED]  in  197█,  due  to  [DATA EXPUNGED]  which  necessitated  complete 
replacement  of  wall  studs,  paneling  and  [REDACTED],  but  produced  no  reported 
disruption.  Notably, this reconstruction was accomplished with matching materials from 
█████████ lumber yard and ████████, as attested to by invoices in 
Mr.  ████████'s thorough files, and closely recreated the style of the damaged 
room.  As the scope of this early repair mirrors current need, it is the opinion of Dr. 
█████ that this may be treated as exemplar for present day restorations.  Although 
all prior testing of building materials used in SCP-xxxx's construction have invariably  
proven  them  to  be  unremarkable,  it  does  seem  to  be  “sensitive”  to  characteristic 
changes,  suggesting either  sapience or  the  significance of  the  overall  material  and 
structural configuration of SCP-xxxx to phenomenal incidence.  

Addendum:  (see Incident Report ████-██) A near-exact, undamaged replica of 
SCP-xxxx has been discovered at location [DATA EXPUNGED] complete with animate, 
sapient replicae of those SCP Foundation personnel present on site during the pre-
storm  duty  interval  of  [DATA  EXPUNGED].   It  has  been  requested  by 
████████████  and  █████████  approved  (█████ 
██████████)  to  observe (offsite  monitoring only,  see SCP-xxxx Document 
█████-████/3 for SCP deployment and containment details) and utilize these 
replicae as onsite SCP presence for the duration until this location is determined to be 
safe for authentic Foundation personnel.  Replication of SCP-xxxx phenomena at this 
new  site  (pending  designation  SCP-xxxx-A,  Euclid  Class)  has  yet  to  be  observed. 
Standard  "doppleganger"  anti-interaction  protocols  (see  SCP  Procedural  Index 
██████-███)  are  to  be  observed  for  all  replicated  SCP  personnel  unless 
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countermanded by no less than two (2) Level 4 personnel or higher.

Recommended general containment procedure for SCP-xxxx-A (pending) is to mirror 
that  for  SCP-xxxx  unless  and  until  research,  observed  conditions  and/or  altered 
situation indicate that  unique containment  methods are required.   Addition of  onsite 
and/or local housing facilities for replicated Foundation personnel will be provided as  
per  standard  "doppleganger"  anti-interaction  protocols  (see  SCP  Procedural  Index 
██████-███, section ██).  Full cataloguing and formal SCP designation of 
replicated objects at this new site are pending.  Foundation acquisition of SCP-xxxx-A 
(pending) and its bounding property (to be be designated Containment Area ████-
████-A) is in process under a cover story of [DATA EXPUNGED].

Addendum: In the course of procedural review of SCP-xxxx's files in preparation for 
formal  designation  of  SCP-xxxx-A  (pending),  handwritten  notes  were  uncovered 
pertaining directly to the latter subject.  According to these notes, compiled by Agent 
████████ of a conversation made with Mr. ████████ during a casual 
drive-through of ██████████, ██ on ██████, ██ 197█, the location 
of SCP-xxxx-A (pending) and its grounds corresponds with a parcel of land pointed out 
as the original intended site of SCP-xxxx, which proved unavailable for construction in  
1965.  Local records indicate that this plot remained undeveloped until 198█, when a 
████████  and  ██████  ██████████  were  built  upon  the 
subdivided site.  Both were destroyed in 20██  in separate incidents by apparently 
mundane circumstances:  [DATA EXPUNGED].  It should be noted that both of these 
destructive events occurred within a ██ week period prior to Mr. ████████'s 
death on ██████ ██ of that year.

Addendum:  (see Incident Report ████-██) A perfect replica of Mr. █████ 
████████  (referred  hereafter  as  SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2)  in  his  prime, 
circa the late 1960s, has been observed in and around SCP-xxxx-A, interacting with the 
replicated SCP personnel in amicable fashion.  If the reports from the ersatz Foundation 
staffers  are  accurate,  SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2  possesses  the  full  facilities  and 
memories  of  Mr.  ████████,  up  to  and  including  his  death  and  failed 
“resurrection”.  Although elusive appearances of SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 seem to 
occur at random, disconnected locations in and around SCP-xxxx-A and its grounds, it  
is most frequently sighted by personnel and remote monitoring in [DATA EXPUNGED]. 
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This is consistent with known habits of Mr. ████████ throughout the years he 
occupied SCP-xxxx.

Attempts by authentic Foundation personnel to independently locate and make contact  
with  SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2  have  so  far  failed.   SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 
appears to ignore such persons entirely, even when in the company of replicated SCP 
personnel, and will immediately excuse itself and disappear (as with its appearances,  
at a point beyond line of sight of all personnel or video monitoring equipment) if direct,  
active contact by authentic Foundation personnel is attempted.  Alleged sightings of 
SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 in or around SCP-xxxx have yet to be confirmed.

The vocalizations of  a  large canine,  thought  to  resemble  that  of  a breed similar  to 
█████  ████,  corresponding to Mr. ████████'s dog, ███████, 
which died on the premises of  █████████  in 197█,  have been heard and 
recorded in and around SCP-xxxx and [DATA REDACTED].  No such animal has yet 
been observed nor identified therein or in the surrounding neighborhood.

There is a consensus between Dr.██████, Dr.█████████, SCP Level-4 
Security,  and Foundation Overseers,  that  these developments  do not  yet  warrant  a 
heighten threat condition at location [DATA EXPUNGED], though it is agreed that more 
active remote and onsite monitoring of SCP-xxxx-A and its interior should be arranged 
immediately to document this new phenomena.  Mobilization of additional equipment  
and personnel has been authorized.

Addendum:  Although the replication phenomena of SCP-xxxx (which continues at its 
established rate) has not to date been duplicated by SCP-xxxx-A, remote monitoring of 
the interior of SCP-xxxx-A began to note the scattered appearance of a small collection 
of period (c.1950-60s) objects, furnishings and [REDACTED] (see SCP-xxxx-A Catalog, 
Document  ████-█  for  most  current  updated  listing  and  SCP-xxxx-A Document 
████ Part ██ for interior site grid) consistent with confirmed counterparts known to 
occupy  similar  locations  within  SCP-xxxx  during that  historic  period.   Removal  and 
examination  of  these  objects  in  comparison  to  those  originals  in  storage  at  SCP 
Foundation Site-███ show these to be nigh-perfect functional replicae, composed of 
identical  materials.    Upon examination,  many of  these replicae seem of  somewhat  
higher quality than the originals — though age and wear thereof, absent in the replicae, 
render this an uncertain and rather subjective determination.
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A portion of the objects removed for study were soon noted to have been replaced by 
new replicae within SCP-xxxx-A, after approximately ██ hours after removal.  After 
examining  these  replacements  in  situ,  Dr.██████  ordered  that  all  replicated 
objects appearing n SPC-xxxx-A would thereafter be left undisturbed and in place within 
the structure unless these represent a specific hazard or a new aspect worthy of special 
scrutiny, so as to test a developing hypotheses of this new process' pattern.

A more extensive array of remote monitoring equipment was positioned throughout the 
interior of SCP-xxxx-A.  This equipment remained undisturbed by the new phenomena 
unless  “blocking”  emergent  objects,  in  which  case  it  would  be  visibly  moved  with 
remarkable care by agency undetected to “make room”.  Although video feeds recorded 
no more than unfocused haze concealing the instance of object appearance, motion 
monitors tracked complicated activity including pseudo-organic forming of the object, 
seemingly from the structure of SCP-xxxx-A itself, followed by deliberate positioning of 
the new object in context, sometimes to some distance from the initial emergence.

After  ██  days,  SCP-xxxx-A appeared  to  have  been  essentially  fully  refurnished, 
recreating the style and condition of the house circa 1968.  No additional replicae seem 
to have appeared since that time except to replace those items removed for further 
study, typically after an interval of  ██-██ minutes.  It has likewise been observed 
(see SCP-xxxx-A Onsite Survey Report █████-███ Section ██C) that portions 
of  SCP-xxxx-A that first  followed the remodeled state of  SCP-xxxx have reverted to 
known pre-1970s configuration and details.  It has been accepted by [REDACTED] that 
these precise recreations and alterations confirm Dr.██████ hypotheses. 

Addendum:  (see Incident Report ████-██) Mrs. █████ ████████ 
died at ██:██:██ AM on █████ ██, 20██, of congestive heart failure in the 
care  of  █████  ████████.    SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2  appeared 
unusually cheerful during its sporadic, though increasingly frequent, appearances in and 
around  SCP-xxxx-A  after  that  time  —  though  knowledge  of  the  event  had  been 
suppressed among the onsite staff, replicated or otherwise — even hailing the authentic 
SCP Personnel which it previously ignored.  Dr.██████'s prediction based upon 
this behavior was later been proven correct at ██:██:██ PM on █████ ██, 
20██, when a replica of Mrs.█████ ████████ (hereafter referred to as 
SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]23-B-1), likewise appearing as she did in the late 1960s, was 
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glimpsed in a corridor of SCP-xxxx-A by remotely operated cameras.

Addendum:   (see Incident Report  ████-██)   All  remote monitoring equipment 
placed in the interior of SCP-xxxx-A has simultaneously failed.  Foundation personnel  
sent to repair and/or replace this equipment report that all curtains appear to be drawn 
and exterior doors to SC-xxxx-A have been dead-bolted from within,  and cannot be 
opened with the key provided.  A replacement key, cut to match the house key circa 
1968, was issued and proved effective.

SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 greeted the SCP personnel at the door and asked in a 
friendly tone after their business in its house.  When an attempt to press entry was 
made,  SCP-xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 grew agitated and firmly asked the personnel to 
leave its  home.   Further  passage was  obstructed by  a  large █████  ████, 
matching ███████ (hereafter to be referred to as SCP-xxxx-A-[REDACTED]05-
B) and [DATA EXPUNGED].   After  receiving radio instruction from Level  4 security, 
personnel apologized for their impertinence and withdrew to site headquarters.  SCP-
xxxx-[REDACTED]-B-2 took no further  assertive action and shut  the door.   Remote 
parabolic audio monitoring confirms the sound of the lock and bolt being reset.

All onsite Foundation personnel have been instructed to remain outside the perimeter of 
Containment Area  ████-████-A until  the situation can be properly assessed. 
Replicated SCP personal have been fully compliant with these orders, but have been 
placed  under  close  observation  for  unusual  or  sympathetic  behavior  and  [DATA 
EXPUNGED].   To  date,  no  disruption  of  SPC-xxxx  phenomena,  as  anticipated  by 
Dr.██████, has yet occurred.

Addendum: A large scale brushfire starting on the outskirts of  ██████████, 
██  has  forced  a  three-day  evacuation  of  all  Foundation  personnel,  authentic  or 
otherwise, from Containment Area ████-████-A and the surrounding district. 
Investigation into the cause of the brush fire and its impact are ongoing.  SCP Agents, 
under the guise of FEMA, [REDACTED], and local emergency response services, have 
been able  to  make a brief  onsite  assessment  and confirm that  SCP-xxxx-A seems 
undamaged by the conflagration, apparently protected in no small part by the perimeter 
screen and a lack of seasonally dry vegetation or otherwise combustible materials close 
to  the  structure.   Foundation  assets  on  site  likewise  appear  undamaged  beyond 
superficial scorching and deposited ash.  Although remote monitoring was interrupted 
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by  damage  to  [REDACTED],   onsite 
monitor equipment appears to survived 
and  to  have  remained  operational  on 
backup  power  throughout  the  interval. 
Review  of  all  recordings  is  pending 
secure  recovery.  Much  of  the 
surrounding  district,  including  ██ 
businesses and ███ residential units 
(see  SCP-xxxx-A  Document  ████ 
Part  ██  and   ██  for  original  area 
survey  map,  pre-fire  satellite  photos, 
historical  footnotes  and demographical 
analysis)  was heavily  damaged or  razed by  the firestorm.   Due the severity  of  the 
disaster, the area has been placed under lock down by FEMA and local authorities,  
barring all civilian access.  

Dr.██████  and  Dr.█████████  have  requested  O5  approval  for  all 
available resources to secure the district overall and perform an immediate, top priority 
investigation of all surviving structures in proximity to, and along sight-lines from, SCP-
xxxx-A to ascertain if these represent confirmable pre-existing construction.  Although 
there  may  be  reasonable  explanations  regarding  the  anomalous  survival  of  these 
particular structures, a disproportionate number appear to be of particular vintage or 
superficial style consistent with architecture from the period spanning the late 1950s to 
early  1970s.   Pending  approval,  onsite  Foundation  research  operations  have  been 
suspended and access to Containment Area ████-████-A and its surrounds is 
restricted to Level 3 Security Personnel or higher, and requires the approval of at least  
two (2) Level 4 Security Officers and Dr.██████.  All personnel granted access to 
the area will be required to observe standard Unsecured Disaster Area Protocols (SCP 
Procedural Index ██████-███, section ██-█).
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Raw video still of approaching wildfire captured by Agent 
██████ from EVAC Point ███,looking ████ 
across ██████████, ██.  Note Containment 

Area ████-████-A i(dark spot left of center).


